Week 17: Profile
Q.103: Do you prefer to be employed or to work for yourself?

Do you prefer to be employed or to work for yourself?

4%

I would prefer to have a good
business

18%

I would prefer to have a good,
steady job

14%

I would prefer to have both: a
job and a business at the same
Xme

64%

I would prefer to have a steady
job ﬁrst and then my own
business

More than three fifth of the respondents would like to have both a job and a business at the same time.
The second most common preference of the respondents is to have a good business (18%) followed by
their preference to have a steady job (14%). In the Youth Livelihoods Diaries we asked the question with
only the choice between “good business” or “good steady job”. In that question the vast majority
(usually more than 90%) preferred to have their own business. We now suspect that the more relevant
question is to find out whether they prefer to pursue both these careers simultaneously.
Q.104: How do you describe yourself at this moment regarding a job?

How do you describe yourself at this moment regarding a job?
4%

5%
5%

4%

I have a good, steady job

14%

I have a conXnuous job but I don’t consider it
“good”
I have irregular, unstable employment

18%

I have a small buisness
I am doing some small farming together with
business

50%

I don't have a stable job
I have completely no job

Half of the respondents report to have ‘irregular, unstable employment’. 18% mentioned they ‘have a
continuous job’ which they don’t consider to be good while 14% stated they ‘have a good, steady job’.
Please note that the question did not offer the category “no job” but there was the option of “other”.
Q.105: How do you describe yourself at this moment regarding a business?

How do you describe yourself at this moment
regarding a business?
5%

I have a conXnuous business, but
it is not good

14%

18%

I have occasional businesses, on
and oﬀ
Fair business

4%

No business at the moment

59%

Seeking means of producXon

77% of the respondents are involved in some kind of business activity. Of these, majority ‘have
occasional businesses, on and off’. 23% have ‘no business at the moment’ or are “seeking means of
production”. This means that none of the respondents reported “I have a good business”
Q.106: Are you currently looking for a loan?

Are you currently looking for a loan?

27%
Yes
No
73%

Only 27% of the respondents are looking for a loan while the remaining majority are not.
Q.107: Do you expect to want a loan in the future?

Do you expect to want a loan in the
future?
25%
Yes
No
75%

Three fourth of the respondents expect to want a loan in the future.
Q.108: Do you consider it easy or difficult to get a loan?

Do you consider it easy or diﬃcult
to get a loan?
5%

18%

23%

Very diﬃcult
Quite diﬃcult
Neutral

18%

Quite easy
36%

Very easy

Around three fifth of the respondents consider it difficult (‘very difficult’ and ‘quite difficult’ combined)
to get a loan while 23% consider it easy (very easy’ and ‘quite easy’ combined).
Q.110: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Without rewards I would not do the weekly quesXons
I answer the weekly quesXons because I can get money

Agree strongly

The weekly quesXons help me to plan my life
I learn about myself from the weekly quesXons

Agree a liile bit

I can do the weekly quesXons because I was a
researcher earlier, but if I had not interviewed others I

Neutral

The weekly quesXons are easy to answer

Disagree a liile bit

The weekly quesXons help me to take stock about my
life

Disagree strongly

It is Xme-consuming to do the weekly quesXons
I enjoy the weekly quesXons
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Most respondents ‘agree strongly’ with positive statements about the self-diaries. ‘I enjoy the weekly
questions’, ‘I learn about myself from the weekly questions’ and ‘the weekly questions help me to plan
my life’ are the most common statements they ‘agree strongly’ with. Most respondents remained
neutral to the statement ‘without rewards, I would not do the weekly questions’.
Q.111: Do you know others who may like to participate in self-diaries?

Do you know others who may like to
par>cipate in self-diaries?
23%

23%

Yes, many
Yes, maybe 1 or 2
Not sure

54%

Almost four fifth of the respondents know others who may like to participate in the self-diaries. But
most just think it would be 1 or 2.
Q.112: Do you think your FEDU respondents would like to access their profile from the FEDU research?

Do you think your FEDU respondents would like to
access their proﬁle from the FEDU research?

23%
Yes, many
54%
23%

Yes, maybe 1 or 2
Not sure

Majority of them revealed the interest of the FEDU respondents to access their profile from the FEDU
research.
Q.113: Do you think your FEDU respondents would like to participate in self-diaries? (just answer in
general, assuming they have the technology to participate, this could be even on a normal phone

Do you think your FEDU respondents would
like to par>cipate in self-diaries?

23%
Yes, many

45%

Yes, maybe 1 or 2
Not sure
32%

About half of them mentioned their FEDU respondents might like to participate in self-diaries, but this
is mostly just 1 or 2 people.
Q.114: Would you like to access your own reported data?

Would you like to access you own reported data

Yes

100%

All of them would like to access their reported data.
Q.115: For what purpose would you like to access your own data?

For what purpose access own data
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
To show
To see what I To see what I To see proﬁt To see how I
spend on earn through of diﬀerent can improve other people
(please
what
which work
acXviXes
my life
specify which
people)
Xcked

To keep for
later, like a
photo album
of my youth

unXcked

‘To see how I can improve my life’ is the most common purpose the respondents would like to access
their data for (practically all of them selected this). This is followed by ‘to see what I earn through which
work’ and ‘to see what I spend on what’ (both selected by over 50% of the respondents).
Q.117: What do you think of this idea of this livelihood profile platform? Do you agree or disagree with
the following statements?

What do you think of this idea of this livelihood proﬁle plaForm
I worry I won’t understand if the
informaXon is in graphs or tables
Nobody would understand the informaXon
I would worry the informaXon would go to
the wrong people
I would worry about so much informaXon
about myself to be online
I think the proﬁle may help me to convince
family, neighbours and friends to give me a
I think the proﬁle may help me to convince
a bank to give me a loan
I think the proﬁle may help me convince an
employer to hire me
I would like to have this proﬁle to show
others
I would like to have this proﬁle for myself,
so I can see myself as compared to others

Agree strongly
Agree a liile bit
Neutral
Disagree a liile bit
Disagree strongly

0%
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With regard to the idea of the livelihood profile platform, most of the respondents agree with the
statements ‘I would like to have this profile for myself, so I can see myself as compared to others’, ‘I
would like to have this profile to show others’ and ‘I think the profile may help me convince an
employer to hire me’. They also expressed their worry that the information would go to the wrong
people.
Q.118: We think such a platform with your profiles would make it easier for banks to give you a loan. If
that turns out to be true, would you like to participate in such a platform?
We think such a plaForm with your proﬁles would make it easier
for banks to give you a loan. If that turns out to be true, would you
like to par>cipate in such a plaForm?

14%
45%
41%

Deﬁnitely
Maybe
Not sure

Almost half of the respondents would ‘definitely’ like to participate in a platform which would make it
easier for banks to give them a loan.
Q.119: Do you know others who may be interested in participating in such a platform if that helps
accessing loan?

Do you know others who may be interested in par>cipa>ng
in such a plaForm if that helps accessing loan?

5%
Yes, many
50%

45%

Yes, maybe 1 or 2
Not sure

Half of the respondents know others who may be interested in participating in a platform that helps to
access a loan.
Q.120: We think such a platform would make it easier for employers to decide to hire you as staff. If
that turns out to be true, would you like to participate in such a platform?
We think such a plaForm would make it easier for employers to
decide to hire you as staﬀ. If that turns out to be true, would
you like to par>cipate in such a plaForm?
5%

18%

Deﬁnitely
Maybe
77%

Not sure

Almost four fifth of the respondents would ‘definitely’ like to participate in a platform which would
make it easier for employers to decide to hire them as staff.
Q.121: Do you know others who may be interested in participating in such a platform if that helps
accessing jobs?

Do you know others who may be interested in par>cipa>ng
in such a plaForm if that helps accessing jobs?

18%
32%

Yes, many
Yes, maybe 1 or 2
Not sure
50%

Majority of the respondents know others who may be interested in participating in a platform that
helps to access jobs.
Q.122: Do you think your FEDU respondents would be interested to participate in the platform?

Do you think your FEDU respondents would be
interested to par>cipate in the plaForm?

14%
Yes, many

41%

Yes, maybe 1 or 2
45%

Not sure

About three fifth of the respondents think their FEDU respondents would like to participate in the
platform.
Q.123: What would be the main attraction to the FEDU participants to be part of the platform?

What would be the main aKrac>on to the FEDU
par>cipants to be part of the plaForm?
To access jobs
32%

To access loans
To have their proﬁle to
show to others

59%

To learn about
themselves

4%
5%

The respondents claimed the primary attractions to the FEDU participants to be part of the platform are
‘to learn about themselves’ and ‘to access jobs’.
Q.124: Please tell us any ideas you may have around the self-diaries and the platform?

Ideas you may have around the self-diaries and the plaForm

4% 4% 4% 4%

4%

19%

12%
4%

4%

4%

4%
4%

8%
4%

4% 4% 4% 4%

4%

Awareness creaXon is needed
ConXnuous reminder every week
Feature phones should also be used
Good for ﬁnancial discipline
I hope it will help me to get employment
I hope it will help to know ways of income generaXon
Increase the number of respondents
Keep up the good work
None
Recommends conXnuaXon of the self-diaries
Reduce the number of quesXons
Respondents should have full control
The data for the planorm should be in tables
The methodology used for the planorm will be decisive
The planorm helps to show our abiliXes as researchers
The planorm should be favourable to all parXes involved
The self-diaries are interesXng
Put proﬁles of researchers on website
Publish wriien works of researchers on website

The most common ideas are ‘the self-diaries are interesting’ and that they are ‘good for financial
discipline’.

